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EDITORIAL

Trustees should take another
look at new meeting structure
Fewer meetings. Greater efficiency.
Both are great goals, easy to stand behind.
So we are not writing this editorial to criticize the Hinsdale Village Board for changing its meeting structure this year. We’d
just like to see operations fine-tuned a bit.
Trustees decided in December to eliminate three monthly committee meetings.
Instead, the full board planned to meet as
a “committee of the whole” on the second
Monday of the month. Regular business
meetings would continue on the first and
third Tuesdays of the month.
It all sounded like a good plan.
But the board has met only twice this
year as a committee of the whole, once in
April and once in May. Some might say
meetings were simply not needed in the
other months. And while that might be
true, we question whether topics are getting the same consideration from trustees
that they have in the past.
The seven committee of the whole meetings canceled this year would have translated into 21 committee meetings last year.
We find it hard to believe that none of those
meetings in 2014 were of any value.
We also believe that one of the stated
goals for this new system — to keep trustees who had served as chairmen of the
three committees as the point person for
those topics — has been abandoned.
When an administration and community
affairs items comes up for a first reading
at a village board meeting, Jerry Hughes
does not present it. Village President Tom

Cauley does. Laura LaPlaca does not present environment and public service items.
Cauley does. And zoning and public safety
issues? It’s not Bob Saigh taking the lead.
It’s Cauley.
Hughes said in December that having a
primary area of responsibility helped him
prioritize the time and energy he dedicated
toward village items.
“I worry first about ACA issues and then
EPS and ZPS issues when it seems important. I think if I tried to spread my attention
like peanut butter, I don’t think I’d be
doing as good a job as trustee.”
He raised a good point. If trustees are
going to continue to have primary areas
of responsibility, they need to be more
involved when agenda items are discussed
for first readings.
We’d also like trustees to take another
look at the committee of the whole meetings. What took place at the committee
meetings last year that has been missed
this year? Are there standing topics that
should be scheduled for discussion at these
meetings? Are trustees and village employees hesitant to suggest a committee of the
whole meeting, fearing others won’t want
to attend?
The Hinsdale Village Board has done
a lot of things right in recent years, and
we’ve cited those accomplishments here as
reflections of effective governance.
We hope a few tweaks to the new meeting structure help it become an exemplary
model as well.

